We will continue to learn new letter
sounds and how to form them correctly in
Wray Common cursive script. We will be
learning to blend for
reading, segment for
spelling and we will be
practising high frequency and tricky words.
We will be using our sound
knowledge to write initial
sounds, words and captions. You can support
your child with writing by
using a sound mat at home.

Reception Topic Web Oct-Dec 2018
Here are some of the things that your child is
learning this half term. Please support us by talking to your child about the learning and reinforcing
it at home.
We will be singing space songs and counting back
to zero to blast off!

We will be learning about the planets and comparing them to Earth.

‘Legendary Learning’
sheets are available on
our classroom doors.
The value this half term is
Friendship. We will be
learning how to make and
keep friends.
We will be making Christmas decorations, Christmas cards and rehearsing
for our nativity.

We will

our learning.
This half term we will be adding to our CAPTURE toolkit, as
we Explore new things.

We will be reading,
retelling and writing
about the story
‘Whatever Next’.

Please, please,
please keep
hearing your
child read.

We will be working on our estimation
skills and visualisation of numbers. We
will be ordering numbers and finding one
more than any number. To introduce
addition, we will be
learning to combine
two groups to find out how many there
are altogether. Please support your
child at home with their new maths
passport targets.
We will use our collaboration skills to
make a firework inspired piece of art.
Our technique will surprise you.
We will be dancing like fireworks to
the 1812 overture.

We will be making rockets in
our rocket factory using 2D
and 3D shapes.

We will talking
about how to be
safe with fireworks
and sparklers.

